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“Flying is learning how to throw yourself at the ground and miss.”— DOUGLAS ADAMS

The Air Up There
A

MASSIVE WINCH is anchored at

the end of the runway. Its powerful 383 Chevy motor idles, emitting a
staccato beat. A mile of synthetic cable
stretches from the winch to a hook on
a Schweizer 2-33 sailplane. The pilot
keys the microphone: “Launch! Launch!
Launch!” The winch motor roars, and
the plane is catapulted from zero to sixty
miles per hour in 2.5 seconds.
Nine hundred pounds of man and
machine launch like a fighter jet. The pilot
eases the stick forward to gain air speed,
then at 200 feet pulls it back hard and
rockets toward the clouds. In moments,
he has reached 1,300 feet. If he fails to act,
the winch will drag the plane back to earth.

Lowering the nose again to put slack in
the cable, he pulls the release knob and is
free, gliding untethered at forty-two miles
per hour, searching for a rising air current.
When he finds one, the wing lifts with a
bump, and the pilot rolls right to capture
the power of the thermal. Circling at an aggressive sixty-degree bank, the plane climbs.
The act of flying motorless airplanes,
also known as soaring, is a little-known
adventure sport in Oklahoma. Erik Dahlgren of Tuttle is president of the Oklahoma Soaring Association, whose members
fly out of the Hinton municipal airport. A
purist certified only in gliders, Dahlgren
has never bothered to obtain a license for
powered aircraft. He prefers the challenge
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Oklahoma adventure seekers
turn to unpowered airplanes
in their search for the
ultimate high. By Bill Dragoo

Gliding became popular in Germany after
World War I, when postwar regulations
forbade the construction and operation of
motorized planes. Many gliders still are
manufactured in Germany.

of hunting for lift on Oklahoma’s warm
spring and summer afternoons.
“Soaring is more than just flying. It’s
an art. It’s the chase of the perfect flight,”
Dahlgren says. “You are bound by your
decisions—whether to extend a flight, hoping for one more thermal, or erring on the
side of caution and landing early.”
Fear, surprisingly, is seldom a factor for
longtime gliders.

“I have never experienced fear according
to the standard definition,” he says. “An
advantage of glider flying is that it forces you
to plan for the worst-case scenario. Keeping
an alternative landing spot within gliding
range becomes second nature.”
Dahlgren himself once was forced to
make an impromptu landing after betting
on a thermal that never materialized. He
landed in a well-groomed field he spotted

from above rather than risk another
miscalculation. The farmer who owned
the pasture was helpful and inquisitive,
a common response to sailplane pilots
who land without warning.
Even an adventurous veteran of powered flight can find solace in soaring.
Alex Weeks of Oklahoma City is no
stranger to the skies—he has an Airline
Transport Pilot’s certificate, a flight
instructor rating in airplanes, a commercial pilot certificate in helicopters,
and thousands of hours of experience
flying everything from business jets to
bush planes. He flies gliders to relax
and sharpen his skills.
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June 21, 2014 Wacker Park
Once a year noodlers and hand fishing
enthusiasts meet up and compete in the
WORLD’S LARGEST NOODLING CONTEST!
Noodling Demonstrations
Food and Beverage
Lots of Shade Trees
First-class Playground for the Youngins
Miss Okie Noodling
Picnic blankets and lawn chairs welcome
To register or for more information call
405.238.6491 or 405.238.3308

chickasawcountry.com
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paulsvalley.com
OklahomaToday.com
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Ready for

airports offer rides that cost between fifty
and a hundred dollars on sunny weekend days—and has proven popular with
all ages. A fourteen-year-old legally can
fly solo, and sixteen-year-olds can earn
licenses that allow them to carry passengers. Fans of the sport say it teaches responsibility: Choices have consequences,
and skill is rewarded.
Today, the pilot’s skill has taken him
above 6,000 feet. Glancing at his watch,
he realizes others are waiting to fly. Reluctantly, he turns back to the airport. The
cool air coming through the vents warms
as he lines up for his final approach.
His machine sinks quickly before
the bump and rumble of wheels hitting
the runway signifies his return to the
surface of the earth. Exiting the plane,
he glances toward the sun, then looks
back at the tiny cockpit, wondering if he
might squeeze in one more flight before
the day is over.
Get There: The Oklahoma Soaring Association flies out of the Hinton Municipal Airport
on U.S. Highway 281 north of Hinton. (405) 4134998 or oklahomasoaringassociation.com. For
more information about the Tulsa Skyhawks,
call (918) 289-3310.
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FUN

“Nothing has captured me like
soaring,” Weeks says. “It forces you to
understand aerodynamics and weather in
ways other types of aviation can’t. There’s
nothing like the feeling of climbing several
thousand feet in the air on a thermal.”
With thirty-seven years’ experience
flying sailplanes, Tulsa resident Randy
Teel, president of the Pryor-based Tulsa
Skyhawks Soaring Club, is another experienced pilot who can’t say no to a rising
column of air. His office is the cockpit
of an American Airlines Boeing 777, but
gliding is his weekend relaxation. He holds
gliding records for speed and distance and
boasts an Oklahoma altitude record of
17,765 feet.
Teel’s day job takes him over the airways
between Dallas, Tokyo, and Seoul, South
Korea, but one of his favorite routes is
along a ridge near Talihina, where rising
waves of strong southwesterly winds thrust
his machine into the cool heights over the
Kiamichi Mountains.
“I love the challenge of staying aloft,”
he says.
Others are discovering the adrenaline
rush soaring provides. The sport is accessible for beginners—the Hinton and Pryor

Explore one of the most dazzling
downtown areas in America,
with unique shopping, great dining,
terrific entertainment and the
all-new Sundance Square Plaza!

Bask in the sun and embark on the perfect family
getaway at the Omni Fort Worth Hotel. Learn something
new together in the city of Cowboys and Culture while
staying in luxurious accommodations.

SundanceSquare.com

OmniHotels.com/FortWorth

Plan your escape at FortWorth.com
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Soaring can be an expensive
hobby, with a plane costing
tens of thousands of dollars.
But anyone who wants to take
a test flight can do so for less
than a hundred dollars.
OklahomaToday.com
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